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By singling out youth employment for special attention, though, Congress was significantly shifting its expectations for the employme and training delivery system.  In 1973, with the passage of CETA, the Congress had altered the mode of delivery for employment and traininc programs by shifting from categorical to block grants.  This shift ir federal policy meant changing from a system in which the federal government gave grants directly to local Service deliverers (community-based organizations, for example) to a system in which federal funds went to state and local officials, who exercised substantial administrative control over the allocation of federal für to local deliverers.  In simple terms this meant a dramatic expansior in the administrative complexity of the employment and training system.  It put a premium on the indirect management of local deliver through state and local government organizations with their own political constituencies.
Under the previous system, youths were singled out for attention categorical programs, notably the Neighborhood Youth Corps and the Jo Corps. After CETA, the Job Corps and the Summer Youth Employment Program remained separately authorized, but the expectation was that state and local governrnents would make their own decisions about the appropriate mix of youth and adult programs within broad guidelines s by the federal government. An important part of the rationale for th change was that state and local governments knew more about the speci needs of their areas than did the federal government, and therefore, they should exercise wide discretion in the use of federal funds.
With the passage of YEDPA, CETA prime Sponsors saw a significant shift in federal policy, which many interpreted correctly äs a "recategorization" of federal employment and training programs. Whil the youth programs brought new money, they also brought increased federal program requirements, reduced flexibility, political stresses entailed in focusing on one target group when others were perceived a equally needy, and with time, a more active management role from the federal Office of Youth Programs.
As indicated in Table 4, youths continued to participate at a relatively high rate in "regulär" CETA programs at the same time the^ were receiving greater attention through YEDPA. This led many state and local administrators to believe that young people were receiving disproportionate share of federal funds.  Coupled with this recategor zation, prime Sponsors were also confronted with the demands of mount large public Service employment programs (see Table 4), participating in other DOL-initiated research and demonstration activities, and responding to increased DOL demands for better Information on local decisions and their effects. Under the structure of indirect management, cooperation of state and local governments was a key element in the success of any federal venture, but singling youths out for speci attention did not inspire unqualified state and local support.

